
Supremacy 631 

Chapter 631 - Unlucky Streak Is Finally Over! 

Only a few smart viewers managed to guess what happened in those short seconds. 

Meanwhile, some primogenitors were slowly clapping their hands in enjoyment at Felix's smart and 

somewhat shameless escape. 

"Ayio, he really is using Thor's transmutation ability to its full potential with his shamelessness." Siren 

giggled pleasantly as she clapped her hands. 

The other primogenitors chuckled as well as they viewed the slow replay on the screen. 

This time, Letomar and some viewers spotted Felix placing a tiny black nail inside the bag after switching 

the angle to look from behind. 

The black nail was attached with an extremely thin wire! 

If the camera didn't literally zoom x10 at Felix's hands, they wouldn't have spotted him holding into a 

small roll of that wire! 

When Felix threw the bag and dashed away as fast as possible, the camera followed him this time, 

showing that he reached the same brown box as before. 

Then, he stuck the wire roll into the metallic wall and instantly transmuted himself into millions of 

electrical charges before entering the wire! 

The moment that happened, the camera instantly switched back to the bag, showing millions of 

electrical charges turning into a humanoid shape before becoming Felix again! 

Felix grabbed the bag, flipped Excutioneer, and returned in the same manner! 

By now, even the dumbest viewer understood Felix's ingenious escape plan. 

They couldn't help but feel amazed by such a terrific ability. 

They had seen Felix use it in a replay against Flame Bearer but they didn't really understand its true 

potential until now. 

"An ability that can allow one to cross distances at the speed of light!" Letomar spoke with a slightly 

envious tone. 

As a vampire, even if he reached the state where he could turn his physical body into blood, he would 

never reach the same speed as Felix! 

Probably no one could do that besides Light Elementalists! 

While Felix's fans started cheering thunderously, feeling enlivened after knowing that Felix would never 

bow down to anyone in a game, the other viewers started clamoring irritatedly. 

"How can he use so many lightning abilities? Weren't humans bound to a specific number?" 



"Don't forget that he also owns a limited poison manipulation." 

"This is too weird! Is he really a human?" 

Even Primogenitors started having some reservations after seeing Felix use more lightning abilities than 

he should possess. 

They saw him use electromagnetism, transmutation, and those lightning whips against Flame Bearer. 

Since Felix had already demonstrated many lightning abilities in his previous game, doubts were bound 

to rise. 

Though, they didn't say anything since it was possible for primogenitors' bloodline to give more abilities 

than known. 

'It seems like they are still on the fence if Felix is using a limited lightning manipulation or just relying on 

bloodline abilities.' Lady Sphinx smiled faintly as she glanced at their countenance. 

A human using limited manipulation was already an achievement on its own that had never happened 

before. 

But owning two manipulations? 

This had never happened in the history of the universe for any race! 

Because of this, most primogenitors ignored the other two games before them and decided to focus 

solely on Felix. 

'Maybe Sphinx really succeed in finding a way to synthesize multiple limited manipulations in one 

person.' Saurous spoke telepathically with a poker face. 

'We can only watch the kid closely and see if he create any more unique abilities.' Wendigo replied as he 

eyed Felix, who was grinning widely in front of a close shut purple chest. 

"Finally, something good." Felix rubbed his hands in delight as he kicked the chest wide open. 

Whoosh!! Boom! 

-Congratulations to Landlord for opening an Epic Chest!- 

"F*cking pricks." Felix cursed the game creators, who planned this notification to make the players with 

a better loot get targeted. 

If you found an epic or a legendary chest, good for you. But, if you don't have the strength to keep hold 

of the loot, then don't bother opening it. 

Knowing that his position was compromised, Felix swiftly took the three shimmering items from within 

the chest and beamed them in his inventory. 

Then, he sprinted away, following his original pathing to the center. 

A few minutes later... 

Two players emerged from the same path and walked towards the chest. 



One of them was the Nature Centaur Disfigured Beauty and the other was two meters ripped white 

furred werewolf. 

Soon, another one appeared from behind them, creating buzzing noises as he flew in their direction. 

"Bee Official, didn't we tell you to stop flying?" The Werewolf glared at a humanoid yellow and black Bee 

with a sting and thin transparent wings. 

Right now, those wings were flapping extremely fast, creating an irritating noise to the ears. 

"For the sake of our alliance, can you please respect Bloodrites' request?" 

Disfigured Beauty asked him kindly, knowing that Bloodrites' ears were extra sensitive to low-pitched 

hyper noises. 

"For the sake of the Alliance." 

Bee Official repeated with a monotonous tone as he withdrew his wings and landed on his feet next to 

them. His eyes were grey, appearing like they were soulless. 

'Why do I have to ally with this creep.' Bloodrites growled to himself, 'If only he wasn't already allied 

with this b*tch, I would have taken her down and her loot.' 

"It seems like Landlord has escaped immediately." Disfigured Beauty said as she looked at the empty 

chest. 

"Since we haven't met him in our way, it only means he went in the other direction." Bloodrites said as 

he pointed at a straight path in front of him. 

"Let's move quickly, we might catch him if he used bombs to clear his path." Disfigured Beauty rushed 

them as she galloped in that direction. 

Bloodrites jumped on his four limbs and followed after her. Bee Official wanted to fly after them but he 

was reminded of their previous conversation. 

"For the sake of the alliance." He repeated like a robot and started levitating without using his wings. 

Then, he chased after them closely. 

For a race that was known for their superior mental control, making themselves levitate and fly with 

telekineses was nothing to them! 

"Landlord will be in big trouble if he gets caught." Letomar commentated with a serious tone, "They will 

refuse to add him in their alliance since three of them are already a crowd. So, he will have no choice 

but to either fight or flee. I wonder if he can repeat the same escape strategy against the Bee Official?" 

The viewers understood what he meant. Bee Official mental attack requires only a single glance. No 

matter how fast was Felix, he could not be faster than a mental attack aimed at him. 

... 

A few minutes later... 



Felix could be seen standing before a brown box with his chin rested on his palm. 

He could see a chest thirty meters away from him but he didn't rush and started bombing. 

'There are four brown boxes in front of this chest. So, in total, I need to blow up five of them to get it.' 

Felix sighed, 'I already spent almost all of my stash of weak bombs.' 

Felix glanced at his inventory and noticed that he was left with only three superior sound bombs that he 

got from the epic chest, two strong flammable bombs, and lastly three normal strong bombs. 

'Stop being a miser and use strong bombs. This is your path anyways to the center.' Asna scolded him. 

'Fine, fine!' 

Felix brought two strong bombs and placed one on the brown box. Then, he retreated and blew it up as 

well as the one behind it. 

This left three more brown boxes. Felix used another strong bomb and followed it with a weak bomb to 

take care of them. 

'Final...Holy Shit!' 

Felix's eyes widened in disbelief after spotting a shimmering golden light coming from within the rubble. 

His heart couldn't help but skip a beat as he knew that only Legendary chests emit such a splendid light! 

"Landlord has struck the jackpot!!!" Letomar shouted in excitement as he brought Felix's screen to the 

main screen, showing the viewers a glorious medium-sized golden chest! 

"Unbelievable! He actually found one so soon!" 

"Damn his luck is really off the charts. Though, will he dare open it up?" 

"Hehehe, he is already being hunted by Disfigured Beauty's squad." 

"True, they are quite close to him." 

The viewers had mixed reactions to Felix's sudden windfall. 

Some believed he was actually going to regret opening it up since everyone would be up to his ass for 

his loot. 

Meanwhile, some thought that if he found more superior bombs or even a nuclear bomb, he would 

receive a massive boost to his arsenal. 

Felix didn't even consider giving it up as he sprinted towards it with a wolf-like grin. 

He opened it up and quickly pocketed everything inside his bracelet before running away for his life. 

Whoosh Booom! 

-Congratulations to Landlord for opening a Legendary Chest!- 

The bright golden fireworks attracted everyone's attention, making them glance upward. 



When they read the notification, their expressions couldn't help but turn ugly almost immediately. 

"Ooo, so lucky!" Wowef commentated with a surprised look. Meanwhile, Nero appeared to have gotten 

serious at the news. 

"We got to amp up our treasure hunt." Nero ordered, "Let's move, we still need a few more superior 

bombs." 

If it wasn't for the distance between them being too far, he would have actually headed straight towards 

Felix. 

Most players could only curse hatefully at their luck and continue on their treasure hunt since they were 

also quite far away from him. 

As for those close by? 

They had two reactions. 

"GOO FAST!! HE IS ONLY A KILOMETER AWAY FROM US!" Bloodrites roared feverishly as he sprinted at 

his top speed towards the fireworks position. Disfigured Beauty and Bee Official were slightly lagging 

behind him. 

Meanwhile, a few hundred meters away from the fireworks position, A humanoid giant panda with a 

monk-like robe scratched his ass as he thought to himself, 'A legendary chest? It will be great if I can ally 

with him.' 

With that thought in mind, the giant panda turned into a massive furry ball and started rolling forward, 

smashing through walls to change his direction! 

"It seems like Landlord is going to get cornered from both directions!" Letomar exclaimed as he 

highlighted the paths around Felix as well as those aiming for him. 

Sure enough, it wouldn't be long before they all meet in one path!! 

Chapter 632 - Allies? 

Felix could easily create another path by blowing up some brown boxes, but he knew that the noise 

would be an easy giveaway to his position. 

In his eyes, he might even make it worse since he didn't know about those parties being too close to 

him. 

Thud Thud! 

'What is that?' Felix was forced to stop as his ears picked up some weird noises in front. 

It was like someone was smashing into the walls or ground instead of bombs explosions. 

'Is there a fight ongoing before me?' Felix knitted his eyebrows as he got closer so he could enter the 35 

meters zone. 

The moment he did so, he was met with a shocking image of a gigantic spherical red aura colliding with 

walls as it headed straight towards him! 



'Crap! It's the Pandion!' Felix's expression turned bad the moment he realized his upcoming opponent. 

He knew that he couldn't afford to fight him! If he had to rank the difficulty of defeating him and Flame 

Bearer, they wouldn't even come close! 

That's because Flame Bearer had a glaring weakness, unlike the invincible Pandion, Pengfu! 

However, just he turned around, planning to head back and lay low for a while, an explosion occurred a 

few hundred meters behind him! 

'Crap!' 

By now, Felix knew that he was being searched for by multiple parties! 

Knowing that making a rush move might screw him over, he activated his supersonic mode and took a 

deep breath. 

Then, he began contemplating a plan that had the highest chance of him walking out with his loot still in 

his inventory. 

First, he understood that the game has been ongoing for about half an hour now or more. 

Since he met already two players, this meant that other players had the chance of meeting each other 

as well. 

He firmly believed that they would ally with each other instead of wasting their time with rewardless 

battles. 

He was simply unlucky to end up facing Flame Bearer and an Exonian, who both wanted either his loot 

or his life. 

This made him conclude that the party behind him could potentially be made out of two or even three! 

As for the Pandion in front of him, since he appeared to be alone, Felix believed that he would be more 

open to the idea of allying with him. 

Especially, when he had just opened a legendary chest, making it almost certain that he owned what 

was required to blow up the black box in the center of the maze. 

'All in all, my best bet is to ally quickly with the Pandion and fight the party behind me.' Felix snapped his 

eyes wide open after getting his thoughts together. 

Since he was in his supersonic mode, he didn't spend even a split second to achieve so. 

Whoosh!! 

"It seems like Landlord has decided to start off with Pengfu!" Letomar commentated after seeing Felix 

actively sprinting towards Pengfu! 

In less than a second, they ended up entering the same path! 

Thud! 

Pengu collided with a wall and brought out his limbs in mid-air before landing on the ground. 



There were only fifteen meters separating Felix and him, yet no one made a move. 

They simply stared at each other eyes for a second before saying at the same time calmly. 

"Allies?" 

"Allies?" 

They smirked cooly and eased up the tension between them. Knowing that he was being chased, Felix 

quickly forwarded a premade standard contract for this game to Pengfu. 

Penghu spent a few seconds reading the highlighted terms before signing it after finding no loopholes 

that could damage him. 

"Get ready, we have some company." Felix informed sternly as he sprinted to his side. 

Just as he finished speaking, both of them turned their heads sharply after sensing someone entering 

their zone. 

'They are actually three!' Felix's expression turned rigid at the sight of three red auras going at almost 

the speed of sound! 

By the time this realization hit him, they had already arrived on the same path as them! 

'Crap!!' 

The instant Felix spotted Bee Official hovering a few meters above the ground, he didn't hesitate to 

close his eyes and hid behind the three meters giant Pengfu. 

AAAAAAAHHHH!!!! 

However, he soon realized that he was a bit too late as he screamed at the hellish sensation of his body 

getting burnt to crisp! 

When he opened his eyes, he saw that he was actually drowning in a pool of lava!! 

The twisted Bee Official made sure to make his hallucination be as painful as possible! 

'Transmutation!' 

Knowing that he could be killed by Disfigured Beauty or Bloodrite, Felix instantly transmuted himself 

within the same wire bracelet on his wrist, then emerged outside of the hallucination! 

Booom Booom!! 

The first thing that appeared before him was Pengfu's wide fluffy back, blocking an incoming salvo of 

green arrows in the shape of a Centaur and rain of Icy boulders! 

He didn't block it with his body but actually a semi-transparent white barrier that incased both of them! 

Before thanking Pengfu, Felix had to make sure that everything was real. 

He created a new inducement and tasted it. When he realized that the taste didn't ring a bell, Felix knew 

that he wasn't hallucinating. 



'You could have asked me.' Asna pouted in annoyance. 

Felix knew that he could simply Asna to check for him if he was still in a hallucination since she was 

immune to any kind of mental attacks. 

However, Felix wanted to rely on himself since, after this game, Asna would not be able to help him at 

all in his future games. 

The moment her consciousness gets connected to the Queen, she would be noticed and subjected to 

the rules of the platform. 

'You good?' Pengfu sent a message as he kept his eyes affixed on Disfigured Beauty's party. 

'Yes, thanks a lot for the help.' Felix nodded his head with a stern expression. 

Even though he prepared against mental attacks, he still got affected by one the instant he faced against 

Bee Official. 

If it wasn't for Pengfu being here, he would have been collapsed on by the other two while he stood in a 

daze. 

This meant, he would be left with no choice but to use the surrender option while still in a hallucination 

world! 

'You can come out now, Bee Official won't be fighting us for a while.' Pengfu said as he looked at Bee 

Official, who was clutching his head while having a nosebleed. 

'Was his backlash that bad?' Felix raised an eyebrow as he peeked from behind Pengfu's thigh. 

When he saw Bee Official's bad shape, he couldn't help but feel envious of Pengfu's mental defenses. 

Clearly, Bee Official had attacked both of them mentally. 

However, Pengfu was from the Pandion Race, a race that was known for mastering the mind and the 

neutral energy through daily meditation and superb martial arts. 

They didn't have an affinity to an element but they were able to absorb the neutral energy from the 

environment, unlike other races. 

They use this neutral energy mainly to build up an energy core within them. 

This core was able to help them enhance their physical strength to an abnormal level in addition to 

enlarging their consciousness lake to a sea and even an ocean! 

Since they were using neutral energy, they could almost counter every elemental attack directed at 

them! 

This was the reason why Felix didn't want to f*ck with Pengfu so soon. 

High elemental resistance, enhanced physical and mental defenses, and lastly, superior battle senses 

honed through practicing real ancient martial arts! 



Bee Official screwed up when he thought that he was capable of putting both of them in a hallucination 

at once. 

Pengfu directly blocked it, resulting in a mental backlash while Felix broke through it, giving Bee Official 

a secondary backlash! 

This was more than enough to keep him held back for a few minutes! 

'Now what? This moron thought that Pengfu didn't have his mental defenses ready and tried to ambush 

him.' Bloodrites spoke telepathically with Disfigured Beauty as he remained frozen still in a battle 

posture. 

He was ready to pounce at any given moment. 

Meanwhile, Disfigured Beauty was holding a longbow made out of lean white wood and had green 

energy as its string. 

She was pulling three long green arrows at Pengfu, who was still inside that barrier. 

'We can't fight here, it's too narrow for me.' Disfigured Beauty stressed, 'On the count of three, we will 

retreat to the nearest intersection!' 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Before Bloodrites could respond, Felix manifested three lightning spears and sent them all towards Bee 

Official, catching everyone by surprise! 

Still, Bloodrites reacted fast enough by manifesting an ice wall in front of Bee Official, saving him from 

being bombarded! 

He might hate Bee Official and curse him but he knew that he was needed to keep the fight 

advantageous to them! 

'Now!' 

Disfigured Beauty drew her bow and sent another rain of arrows before turning around and galloping 

towards the wide-open intersection. 

Bloodrites caught Bee Official by his neck and followed after Disfigured Beauty by sliding on a manmade 

icy surface! 

'You might wanna block your ears.' Felix smiled coldly as he beamed a superior sound bomb. 

Felix wasn't messing around anymore! 

He was planning on going all out for the sake of eliminating Bee Official since he would always be torn 

on his side! 

Chapter 633 - The Plan And The Result! 

Felix attached a silver nail on the grey cubic bomb and hurled it towards the intersection! 

He made sure to throw it far off in the air so it would be difficult for those two to notice it. 



Alas, Bloodrites' hearing was out of the world as he spotted the peculiar noise of the wind above his 

head. 

'F*ck! Send it away with an arrow!' 

Bloodrites didn't dare to greed for it since he could see that the timer was set to explode in merely a few 

seconds! 

Disfigured Beauty lifted her head and shot a green arrow at the bomb while still galloping at her top 

speed! 

Still, she was confident that her arrow would hit it since her aim was one of the best on the entire 

platform! 

However, just as the arrow was about to collide with the bomb, Felix emerged right beside it and 

blocked the arrow with a shield made out of golden electricity! 

Disfigured Beauty and Bloodrites were left stunned by his abrupt appearance, making Felix take 

advantage of it and hurl the bomb as hard as he could towards the nearest wall to them!! 

He timed it so well, by the time the bomb touched the wall, it instantly went off! 

Boom! Boom! Boom!... 

The entire intersection had been engulfed in an explosion of deadly soundwaves that kept reverberating 

on each wall for five seconds straight! 

"What a deadly counter-attack by Landlord!!" Letomar shouted as he watched Bloodrites and Bee 

Official fall into the ground at once with their ears bleeding profusely! 

Bloodrite was quick enough to cover himself inside an armor made out of ice, but it didn't protect him 

well enough against soundwaves! 

Because his ears were too sensitive, this attack was truly hitting him right where it hurt! 

The same applied to Bee Official, who was already handling the backlash badly, leaving him unprotected 

against the soundwaves. 

The only one left unaffected was Disfigured Beauty since her entire body was made out of wood, making 

her able to remove her ears quite easily. 

"NATURE RESSURECTION!" 

Disfigured Beauty cried out loud as she blasted off two bursts of green energy into Bloodrites and Bee 

Official! 

Phew Phew Phew!... 

"Not in my watch." 

Pengfu grimaced as he started shooting big white energy bullets at Disfigured Beauty, forcing her to 

create thick tree trunks in front of her. 



When they blocked it successfully, those trunks began to grow at a horrifying rate until they turned into 

giant trees with thousands of dagger-like leaves! 

"RELEASE!" 

Phew Phew Phew... 

The trees spun once to gain momentum then immediately showered the entire intersection with those 

sharp daggers! 

Pengfu curled up into a giant ball and rolled through them, not getting even scratched in the process! 

As for Felix? He covered himself in a slightly potent acidic+mold cloud and dashed through them as well! 

The leaves kept getting melted the instant they enter the cloud, providing him with great protection for 

a little cost of energy! 

'F*ck, I can't hear anything.' 

Abruptly, Bloodrites opened his eyes and lifted himself up while massaging his ears gently. 

It could be seen that the wound had been already closed in both ears due to his abnormal physical 

rejuvenation plus Disfigured Beauty's healing ability! 

BOOOM!! 

Because he didn't hear sh*t, He ended up getting smashed by Pengfu that came out of nowhere! 

Disfigured Beauty couldn't even warn him since Felix had engaged with her in close battle! 

"F*cking poison user!" 

Disfigured Beauty's expression kept turning nasty after being forced to retreat continuously due to 

Felix's potent acid+mold inducement. 

One of the best counters to nature/plant elementalists! 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Vines continued to strike down on Felix, hoping to either hurt him or at least capture him to give 

Disfigured Beauty some distance to attack from afar! 

Alas, Felix kept slicing them up like butter by using two dark green daggers! 

He gave up on the cloud for those daggers to increase the potency of the inducement combo, making 

him have an easier time negating all of her attacks. 

Naturally, he kept attacking her with poison bullets whenever he noticed an opportunity, forcing her to 

seal her mouth and nose. 

"What am I watching! A two-player partnership is dominating a three men alliance!" Excited, Letomar 

exclaimed with widened eyes, not wanting to close them lest he missed something. 

He kept jumping between Felix vs Disfigured Beauty to Pengfu vs Bloodrites! 



Only Bee Official was left far behind as Felix and Pengfu kept pressuring those two to keep retreating! 

Felix suddenly glanced behind him after seeing that the distance was perfect. 

'Now!' He sent a signal to Pengfu while covering himself in millions of electrical charges. 

Then, he shouted out loud, "LIGHTNING CALL!!" 

Thunderous clouds emerged out of nowhere high above the maze, making it easily noticeable by other 

players! 

"What's going on ther..." 

RUMBLE RUMBLE! 

Before the players could react, tens of thick lightning bolts began raining down in that area, making 

some of them gulp nervously. 

Even Wowef acted slightly scared as he looked at it. 

However, Nero soon headbutted him and scolded, "It looks only scary, its danger poses nothing to any 

player in the game since they can easily erect shields before the lightning strikes." 

As he mentioned, both Bloodrites and Disfigured Beauty were currently doing alright within enforced 

shields made out of either ice or wood while under the lightning bombardment! 

'Save me. I can't hold it for long.' 

However, both of them had an ugly expression after hearing the distressed voice of Bee Official. 

They immediately realized that Felix and Pengfu had pushed them far from the intersection and created 

this lightning show for a single opportunity to kill off Bee Official! 

'What do we do?!' Bloodrites asked with an agitated voice, not knowing if he should rush through the 

lightning storm to save Bee Official or give up on him! 

'Leave him.' Disfigured Beauty sighed, 'If we went out now, Landlord can easily hold both of us at once 

under the reign of his lightning storm.' 

As she said, Felix wasn't even next to Bee Official but actually standing like a lightning god with his hands 

in his pocket right in the center of the storm. 

He was waiting for them to leave their shells with a faint cold smirk on his lips. 

He wasn't just posturing for the win but actually absorbing the lightning bolts that landed on him to 

store it within his body. 

He truly wanted those two to leave their shells as he prepared a gift that they would never forget. 

Unfortunately, the thunderstorm had faded away with one last scream from Bee Official, who was being 

plummeted to death like a cockroach by Pengfu. 

"Unlucky for him, he didn't have a surrender coupon. May you Rest in Peace in the Spirit Realm." 



Pengfu brought his palms together and bowed respectfully towards Bee Official's corpse, which 

appeared like a pasted bug in a car's front window. 

This was the glaring weakness of mentalists. The moment they receive a backlash, they would be even 

weaker than commoners. 

Unfortunately for Bee Official, he ended up meeting with Felix and Pengfu, both players had ample 

protection against mental attacks unlike some players like Battlegod Orca and the giant Hebra. 

While Pengfu was clearing his dirty fists, Felix was confronting Disfigured Beauty and Bloodrites with a 

casual look, "You still wanna have a go?" 

"You f*cker, don't get too cocky, you just caught us by surprise!" Bloodrites huffed chilling breath from 

his nostrils as he gazed at Felix murderously. 

His drawn-out sharp daggers and teeth were an easy indication that he wanted nothing more than to 

devour Felix's flesh! 

However, he was being detained by Disfigured Beauty's vines, as she couldn't afford to have him lose his 

shit and attack them. 

'Let's leave. Our battle has been loud and long enough. We don't know if other players will sneak up on 

us when we are vulnerable.' Disfigured Beauty said to Bloodrites as she retreated slowly. 

'F*ckk! So embarrassing!' Bloodrites knew that she was right, making him even more pissed that they 

were played by those two. 

"We will meet at the center again. Make sure to arrive there in one piece." Bloodrites threw one last 

hateful remark before sprinting after Disfigured Beauty. 

Wheew! 

"At least they are not idiots." Felix sighed in relief as he wiped his sweaty forehead. 

He truly didn't desire to continue this fight to death since the results wouldn't be pleasant for both 

parties even if they won. 

If Disfigured Beauty's squad surprise ambush worked, then it would have been another story. But since 

it failed, they could only lay low and wait for another opportunity. 

No one forgot that the final goal was to leave the maze not die in it. 

"Let's move big guy. I will lead the way." Felix patted Pengfu's knee as he walked in front. 

"Oh, you have a better idea on the fastest path to the center?" Intrigued, Pengfu asked as he used his 

bamboo staff to scratch his wide back. 

'Does he bring this bamboo staff to scratch his back?' Asna asked speechlessly after noticing that he 

didn't use it against Bloodrites at all. 

"Something like that." Felix answered both of them at once with his eyelids twitching. 

"Cool, you really seem full of surprises." Pengfu smiled as he offered a fist bump to Felix. 



"You are not too bad either." Felix smiled back as he bumped his fist. 

The fight went perfectly as he planned in a few seconds due to Pengfu sticking to his role without 

questions asked. 

If it was any other player with an inflated ego due to his racial status, he would never bother taking Felix 

seriously. 

Thankfully, The Pandions were known for respecting and accepting all lifeforms in the universe, making 

Pengfu truly a good ally for Felix! 

As they were sprinting and blowing up boxes again, the viewers were feasting on the fight replays like 

they never had eaten something so delicious before! 

However, their excitement soon began to fade away and confusion began to build up yet again after 

spotting Felix utilize Lightning Spears! 

"It seems like he entered the 3rd stage of replacement by using another lightning-based beast." 

"That's kinda disappointing, I believed that he will use a new element for each stage of replacement." 

"Haha, you are asking too mate my friend. Having three high elemental affinities is already too much." 

"True, true, I kinda forgot how rare it is to be born with many affinities after seeing him pop a new 

element in every stage of replacement." 

While the human viewers already reached their conclusion that was the most logical, the primogenitors' 

council was as silent as a graveyard. 

No one spoke, no one commentated on the fight. 

They simply kept staring at Lady Sphinx with widened eyes, expressing their absolute disbelief. 

Unlike humans, they knew that it was impossible for Thor to agree to replace his bloodline with another 

weaker version so Felix could gain other lightning abilities. 

This left them with only one conclusion. 

Felix was using two limited manipulations and Lady Sphinx had made it happen! 

Chapter 634 - The Quiet Before The Storm. 

Without warning, most primogenitors teleported to the empty seats next to Lady Sphinx, making her get 

encircled by them. 

"Easy there guys." Lady Sphinx said, smiling. 

"Easy my ass! This is huuuge!!" Erebus's shadow form began to flicker, expressing his agitation or 

excitement? 

"Your intelligence truly keeps astonishing me with each groundbreaking successful research you 

release." Cherufe complemented with a heartful laugh, spewing bits of magma everywhere. 



Most primogenitors nodded their heads in agreement, feeling too hyped up about Lady Sphinx's 

research. 

When they saw Felix use a limited manipulation, they were astonished but they weren't interested that 

much in getting it since all their champions had one as well. 

But two? That's a different story! 

Imagining their champions capable of manipulating two elements was a massive bonus to their 

strength! 

"I know what you guys are thinking and I suggest that you drop it." Lady Sphinx shook her head as she 

burst their bubble, "I won't divulge my method to anyone no matter what price you pay." 

Just as the primogenitors were about to get displeased by her firm rejection, she added, "However, I can 

promise you that my method works only on humans since they are a neutral race without any bloodline 

affiliation to us." 

The primogenitors' displeased expressions eased up at the sound of that. 

They could see that Lady Sphinx was honest in her response. 

This was what made them slightly disappointed since they believed that Lady Sphinx had managed to 

solve this dilemma that existed for eons. 

The fact that primogenitors' descendants or anyone related to them couldn't inherit two manipulations 

at the same time wasn't a lie. 

Since she claimed that her method could be used only on humans due to their neutrality, it made total 

sense in their minds. 

'So this human was her experiment all along with Jörmungandr and Thor?' Manananggal pondered as he 

listened from afar, 'But why didn't she give him limited sand manipulation as well? I believe the kid has 

shown that he has a high affinity to it.' 

Manananggal wasn't the only one who spotted this peculiar hole in her explanation. 

'Do you think that there is some requirement?' Wendigo suggested telepathically. 

'Or maybe Jörmungandr and Thor have approached Lady Sphinx with their student first and were the 

ones to propose the feasibility of a human having two limited manipulations?' Saurous shared his point 

of view. 

'Yes, that's highly likely what happened.' Manananggal nodded his head slightly as he added, 'This also 

explains why the kid obtained poison and lightning manipulations before sand manipulation.' 

'Those are all just a bunch of speculation, with Lady Sphinx's weird antics, anything could be possible.' 

Wendigo said as he eyed Lady Sphinx fending off other primogenitors' questions smoothly with a 

charming smile. 

In a few minutes, the primogenitors returned to their seats somewhat satisfied with her answers. 



Sure, she seemed hellbent on not making her research paper public, but this was also a good thing for 

them since she would be the only one knowing the method. 

This meant, only her champions would possess multiple manipulations. Knowing that they had to be 

humans had put their minds at ease. 

That's because no matter how many elemental manipulations a human could own, his physical body 

would remain limited. 

The strength that Felix was demonstrating was already on the verge of reaching that limit. When he hit 

it, he would never be able to climb past the diamond rank. 

They weren't interested in nurturing champions with such an embarrassing limitation. 

'We are in the clear for now.' Thor sighed in relief mentally after seeing them refocus on the games. 

'Indeed, no one seemed to have thought about Felix owning perfect manipulations.' Jörmungandr 

agreed. 

Hiding this fact was a priority for all of them if they wanted to keep helping Felix grow secretly. 

The instant this news gets out, the Darkin Faction members would be the first to personally move out 

and hunt him down since they would know that both Thor and Jörmungandr were powerless! 

It would be extremely difficult for Lady Sphinx to protect him from those three plus other interested 

primogenitors. 

In a sense, it was good that Felix had chosen to give up on another manipulation for void element to 

hatch Nimo. 

This would help him lay low for a while until the primogenitors lose interest in this matter. 

.... 

"The game has been going for one hour now and most players are about to reach the center." Letomar 

reminded the viewers of the current state of the game with a bored expression. 

He was acting this way since there weren't any battles happening for a long time now. 

That's because most of the players had already allied with one or two, making it risker for them to 

engage in battles. 

They knew that no one would benefit from their fight except other players since they would be wasting 

their energy, bombs, and might even get heavily injured. 

This situation happened to Felix and Pengfu as well in the past half an hour. 

Every time they spot two players entering their sensory zone, they peacefully head in different 

directions or wait until one party left before following them. 

If a single player entered, they didn't hesitate to give him the scare of his life by chasing after him. 



Still, they didn't remain passive throughout this period and focused mostly on bolstering their inventory 

with new bombs. 

The way they split the loot was by each getting half of it if it was even. 

If there was an additional bomb or something, they play rock, paper, scissors for it. 

"Are we close?" 

Pengfu inquired as he looked at Felix's serious expression in front of a three-way intersection. 

"I believe so." Thoughtful, Felix replied while tapping his finger on his chin. 

This intersection was the last thing that Asna had memorized in that short duration. 

This meant that Felix needed to think carefully about choosing a path, lest they end up getting sent back 

a couple of kilometers. 

'I just need to stick to the general direction since most players will do the same.' Felix decided to not 

overthink it or guess randomly. 

In his opinion, it was much better to follow the general direction since it meant that other players would 

be on it, making it easier to save on bombs as they follow in their footsteps. 

In other words, the paths would be already cleared out of boxes for them. 

Felix knew that it would hinder their treasure hunt greatly since only empty boxes would be left behind. 

Nevertheless, Felix didn't give a crap anymore about the chests but simply gett to the center as fast as 

possible. 

Their inventory was already packed and he had already found the bomb that would help him blow the 

black box in case he reached there first. 

Boom Booom! 

Upon hearing an explosion occurring nearby the center of the maze, Felix stopped dilly-dallying and 

sprinted in the path leading east. 

'Hopefully, there will be a deadlock between parties when they reach the center.' Felix wished with a 

stern expression. 

He didn't want them to start the fight before he reached there since someone could blow the black box 

and sneak inside the exit within the chaos. 

Just like he asked for, the first players to arrive at the center didn't make any rash moves. 

"WowefxNero, The Traitor, Murkseeker, Toxinfang, The Putrid Corpse, and Bloodlust are the first to 

reach the center of the maze!" Letomar highlighted a picture of each one of them on the screen before 

adding excitedly, "It seems like our boredom will be sated with one final battle royal!" 

The viewers all exploded into a cheering frenzy after realizing this fact as well. 



They could see that the remaining players would reach the center in a few minutes max unless they 

were stupid enough to change their directions. 

Since there were still 20 players left in the game, the center of the maze was going to be turned into a 

warzone! 

It was a good thing the center of the maze was immensely wide and connected with tens of narrow 

paths. 

The only thing that stood out in it was the giant black cubic box. 

As for the arrived players? 

They were all hiding in the shadows. 

No one dared to make a move. 

It was clear that whoever was bold enough to sprint towards the black box, would get ganged up badly 

by all parties! 

'Bro, I think we can handle their abilities if we rushed to the center and planted our five superior 

bombs.' Wowef suggested telepathically as he eyed the black box. 

'We shouldn't risk it.' Nero said with a serious tone, 'We don't know if Landlord is hiding somewhere, 

waiting for us to do so.' 

'Hehe, I don't want to sound mean, but how can he even hurt us with those weak abilities of his?' 

Wowef asked with a chuckle. 

'Did you forget that he opened a f*cking legendary chest?' Nero headbutted Wowef to wake some sense 

into him, 'There is a high chance of him possessing a nuclear bomb. If we reached the black box and he 

threw it at it amidst the chaos, I don't know if our defenses will hold against it.' 

Nero was smart enough to feel threatened by the nuke. 

That's because it was written in the rules that anyone who got caught in its explosion zone would die 

instantly...Literally! 

He wasn't planning on testing his monstrous defenses against it! 

Chapter 635 - Screwing Up The Timeline Again! 

A few minutes later... 

Felix and Pengfu had finally reached one of the paths leading to the center. 

They could see the black box from afar, yet they didn't rush to it. 

They remained hidden behind a wall in that path, leaving at least a hundred meters between them and 

the exit of the path. 

'Do you see anyone?' 



Felix asked as he zoomed with his Quantum vision until everything appeared like it was only a few 

meters away from him. 

'No, you?' Pengfu replied with shimmering white eyes, using his own sensory ability. 

'Nothing, it seems like either everyone is hiding or they are not in our angle.' Felix informed as he pulled 

a silver nail with a wire and told Pengfu, 'Be right back.' 

Then, he climbed the wall like a spider by making releasing electromagnetic charges from his fingers. 

After he reached the peak, he placed the silver nail and crawled in the other direction. 

'Smart, he must be preparing an exit strategy.' Pengfu thought as he watched Felix disappear from his 

sight. 

In a few minutes, Felix had returned on foot and asked as he hid next to Pengfu, 'Anything?' 

'No.' 

'It's going to be hectic soon.' Felix glanced at Pengfu as he thought, 'Our alliance will be concluded the 

moment the box gets blown away so I need to watch out from him stabbing me in the back.' 

Although Felix and Penfgu had hit it off quite well as allies due to their matching personalities, it didn't 

mean that they would become friends and go eat kabab together. 

In Supremacy Games, betrayal was so common, the viewers stopped getting surprised when it 

happened. 

Hell, there were even bets on who would betray who! 

Thus, if given the right opportunity and Pengfu was the one blocking him from entering the exit, Felix 

wouldn't hesitate to go all out on him. 

'I already prepared for the worst-case scenario.' Felix thought as he glanced at the hidden silver nail at 

the peak of the wall. 

Pengfu and the viewers believed that it was for his escape, but Felix had other intentions for it. 

Pheeew! Boom! 

Felix's thought process was halted immediately after hearing an explosion in the sky. When he lifted his 

head, he was startled at the sight of golden glimmering notification! 

-Congratulations to Battlegod Orca for opening a legendary chest!- 

'You got to be shitting me.' Felix's expression turned instantly gloomy at the news of someone else 

possibly owning a nuke. 

This threw his entire planning process down the gutter since having another nuke was a scary variable. 

The fact that its explosive range could reach up to hundreds of meters meant that no one would be safe 

standing in the center of the maze if it went off. 



The other players reacted much worse than Felix at the news since one nuke was already scaring the shit 

out of them, now they had to watch for two? 

Still, no one retreated in fear. 

They were confident of escaping from the explosion range if they saw the bomb before it exploded. 

Since they knew that it had a unique appearance and size, it wasn't that difficult to spot it. 

"The Battlegod Orca from the Orc Race have truly lucked out!" Letomar commentated as he zoomed on 

a shimmering golden octahedron1. 

This was the appearance of the nuke! 

"Now, both Landlord and Battlegod Orca could change the trajectory of the battle with a single 

explosion!" 

Letomar and the viewers had already seen what Felix had found in the legendary chest by playing a slow 

replay. 

They saw that he obtained the same golden octahedron, a big pouch, and a folded scroll. 

"This is getting intense even though no one is fighting." 

"How do you think the battle is going to turn?" 

"If Felix is still hiding other abilities in his pocket, then maybe he can create another miracle." 

"Indeed, with his intelligence and unique set of abilities, he will most definitely use the nuke efficiently 

unlike that idiot orc." 

The Maganda Chief, Zosia Everglow, Gabrial Lotus, and the rest of the Anti-Royalty Alliance could be 

seen discussing the ongoing deadlock from their meeting room. 

Meanwhile, Princess Bird was watching alone inside her room in the palace. 

She wasn't allowed to watch with them since they started talking more often about the silent war 

between them and the Royal Family. 

"Should we contact him after the game? My elder is getting a bit antsy about meeting him." Gabrial 

mentioned with a frustrated look. 

"We understand that the elder is desperate for a way to increase his lifespan but that doesn't mean we 

should annoy the Organization and little Felix about it." Chief rejected firmly, "The leader already told us 

that he wouldn't be available for a year due to a sudden breakthrough in his research. Since Felix is their 

main subject, he should be busy as well." 

"Probably, that's one of the main reasons why he graduated." Zosia suggested, "They called him over so 

they can try their newest experiment." 

"If your guess is correct, maybe that weird transmutation ability is the result?" Gabrial guessed. 



Zosia shook her head and replied, "I doubt it. That ability sure is rare but most gifted elementalists can 

achieve sub-transmutation to complete transmutation as well." 

This was the reason why most viewers were shocked by Felix's ability but not completely blown away. 

After all, it was common to see transmutation to fire, wind, water...etc in diamond rank games. 

The reason why viewers were shocked at first was because it was rare to see a transmutation ability in 

platinum games and below. 

Since they weren't adjusted to seeing humans in such a high rank, they tend to forget that it was 

possible for them to inherit all kinds of abilities from bloodlines. 

"I believe it's something big, something that hadn't been done before." Chief's eyes glimmered as he 

eyed Felix's serious expression. 

The others glanced at the Chief in puzzlement but they didn't ask him since he was clearly just guessing. 

... 

Meanwhile, in one of the balconies of the Royal Palace in the Mariana Empire, the infamous twin prince 

Balin and princess Alma were drinking wine gracefully as they watched the stream of the game as well. 

The inactivity of the players allowed them to discuss political matters related to the Anti-Royalty 

Alliance. 

"It seems like father is preparing for a radical move against those ungrateful lowlifes." Alma curled her 

thin glossy lips in disgust. 

"I heard." Prince Balin replied calmly. 

"What do you think?" Alma inquired. 

"I support his approach." 

Thoughtful, Prince Balin looked at the glass of wine in his hand and started shaking it gently. 

He knew that his father was planning on taking it slow to prepare the strongest bloodliners and soldiers 

for the war. 

This should have taken at least ten years or even more before he decided to make a move against the 

hidden Anti-Royalty Alliance. 

However, things changed since the moment Felix had been exposed and the emergence of the 'Phantom 

Organization'. 

The Anti-Royalty Alliance had made the first move by allying with the Organization. 

Seeing the results of their experiment work wonders on Felix in the games, the Royal Family knew that 

they had screwed up big time by not trying harder to ally with them. 

What's worse, Prince Balin had seen the leaked information of the mythical bloodliner belonging to the 

Anti-Royalty Alliance. 



Clearly, he wasn't as monstrous as Felix but he was much stronger than legendary 6th stage bloodliners 

while he was still in the 5th stage of replacement. 

Naturally, one bloodliner wouldn't mean anything but what if the Organization was able to mass-

produce the bloodlines and offer their allies tens to hundreds of bottles in the next upcoming years? 

What if Felix or more subjects from the Organization keep getting stronger and decide to join the war as 

well? 

In the eyes of Prince Balin, waiting for this to happen would be the most idiotic decision ever made. 

The emperor clearly thought the same as he planned on striking first instead of waiting for the Anti-

Royalty Alliance to get stronger. 

"If only the war system wasn't changed with the establishment of the Supremacy Games Alliance, we 

would have steamrolled them with all of our troops decades ago." Princess Alma voiced her complaint. 

"It can't be helped." Prince Balin shook his head, "The Alliance was created for the sake of turning real 

wars into virtual wars to avoid unnecessary genocides, the destruction of limited resources, and finally 

entertainment." 

Princess Alma knew that he was right but that didn't ease her annoyance one bit. 

"Let's just hope that the Anti-Royalty Alliance agrees to our Declaration of War." Princess Alma wished. 

Prince Balin looked at her and smiled widely, "They will definitely agree to it since the moment they 

reject it, they won't be able to declare war on us for at least 500 years. Those withered old fogies don't 

have even half that time to live." 

This rule was erected to protect both parties. 

If a stronger country declared war on another member of the SGAlliance, the weaker country had the 

right to refuse it and remain protected by the Alliance. 

However, the moment they reject it, they would not be able to declare war on that country for half a 

millennia. 

It was done like this so the weaker country wouldn't be able to declare war on the stronger country 

when it feels like it was ready. 

That's because the stronger countries/nations/empires were forced to accept the war declaration from 

smaller nations to avoid having a monopoly on resources without anyone to take it from them. 

That's why the Anti-Royalty Alliance wasn't rushing to declare war on the Royal Family. 

They knew that their declaration would be accepted and they should take their sweet time preparing for 

the war. 

Unfortunately for them, the timeline had been f*cked thoroughly by Felix after he introduced the 

Phantom Organization, forcing the Royal Family's hand to give up on their main plan. 



The war that was meant to start 15 years from now was going to blow at any given moment 

unbeknownst to anyone! 

"When do you think Father will make a move?" Princess Alma wondered. 

"Probably in a year or two." Prince Balin glanced at the sky and said, "Even if he is trying to rush it, that 

doesn't mean he will start it without finishing some of his preparation." 

Princess Alma nodded her head in understanding. 

She knew that it was going to take a lot of time to take down those three superpowers at the same time. 

"The war is won before it started. What father is preparing for is to completely destroy them without 

suffering too many causalities." Prince Balin smirked, "This show of power will help us regain our lost 

reputation and make the hundreds of leaches in our territory accept falling into our ruling again." 

It was a known fact that the Mariana Empire was the weakest empire in the Milky Way Galaxy. 

While other empires had almost complete control over who entered and leaves, the Mariana Empire 

was like a public free market. 

Anyone with ambition and a bit of strength could come and erect his kingdom over a small solar system. 

With time, those kingdoms grow bigger and stronger until they become a force to reckon with. 

Just like the Everglow Kingdom that was ruled by Zosia's uncle or the Federation. 

It was clear that the Royal Family didn't want to simply win the war but regain their absolute control 

over their territory and return to their glorious golden age! 

Felix was absolutely clueless that his actions had finally started to change the timeline at a galactical 

level! 

A war that should happen in fifteen years or so was about to start in about two years! 

The timeline as he know it would completely change due to the far-reaching ripples of this war! 

This would affect his memories of his previous life big time, making most of them almost useless! 

After all, when a galactical war starts, the entire universe tone in to watch it! 

A 3d shape that appeared like two pyramids connected from the base 

Chapter 636 - Battlegod Orca And Hebra. 

A couple of minutes later... 

Almost all players had arrived at the center of the maze. Letomar was aiming the camera on every new 

addition to the silent party. 

"Disfigured Beauty and Bloodrites have finally found their way." Letomar commentated as he showed 

those two hiding behind a wall that was just a bit further from Felix's position. 



When they retreated from Felix's fight, they were forced to find another path lest they end up meeting 

again. 

"Only Battlegod Orca and Hebra from the giant race had yet to arrive." 

Letomar's eyelids twitched after seeing those two make a full circle twice after entering the same path 

like morons. 

The viewers weren't surprised by this as both Orcs and Giants didn't have the best memory or 

intelligence out there. 

Though, they make it up with their monstrous physical strength that surpassed any player in this game, 

uncanny rejuvenation, and Ultra instincts. 

"Why do I feel like we have walked through here before?" Hebra scratched his beardy chin in 

puzzlement as he looked around him. 

He was five meters tall and appeared like a giant version of a Mr. Olympia with his bulky and well tones 

exposed muscles. 

"You think so too?" 

Orca spoke with a furrowed brow as he stopped walking at once before an intersection. 

He was slightly shorter than Hebra but his green muscles were just as packed. 

"Let's pick the left path this time." Orca suggested as he walked towards it. 

Hebra followed after him without complaint. 

"Finally, if they kept going in this path and turned left, they will reach the center." 

Letomar facepalmed as he sighed, not knowing how to react at the realization that those dumb-dumbs 

actually owned a nuke. 

'Wait, maybe it's a good thing.' Letomar smirked cunningly, 'The other players are too patient and smart 

enough to wait for others to make a mistake, but those two do not share those specifics.' 

Letomar was right in his assumption since the Orcs and Giants were known for their straightforwardness 

and lack of patience. 

So when they reach the center, the deadlock was bound to break sooner or later! 

... 

After a few more minutes Orca and Hebra finally made it to the center. 

However, no matter how dumb they were, they still knew that it wasn't smart to dash to the black box 

as soon as they arrived. 

'What now?' Hebra inquired telepathically while peeking with one eye at the black box. 

'I am thinking.' 



Battlegod Orca sat next to him while resting his chin on his palm, appearing like he was contemplating 

the truth of the universe. 

Alas, a few moments later, he started massaging his temples with an irritated expression, 'Too much 

thinking, brain hurts.' 

Battlegod Orca wasn't faking his pain. Orcs truly suffer from complex thoughts due to the small size of 

their brains. 

That's why they prefer handling everything with their fists. 

'How about we throw the nuclear bomb at the black box and make it explode after one second?' Hebra 

suggested while scratching his bald head. 

'Then what?' Battlegod Orca raised his eyebrow in intrigue. 

'Run towards the exit as fast as possible after the explosion?' 

'Idiot! We might be tough but we are not faster than most players here.' Battlegod Orca still had some 

common sense as he rejected Hebra's plan. 

'But we can resist most abilities thrown at us compared to others.' Hebra added while pumping his bulky 

chest. 

Battlegod Orca had to agree with that notion. 

If there was one thing that he was confident about was his defenses and resistance to elements. 

So, if the players tried to stop them by using elemental abilities, he could literally dash through them 

while suffering minimal injuries, unlike other players. 

'How will I know that you won't attack me after we do this?' 

Battlegod Orca narrowed his eyes at Hebra, remembering that their partnership contract will break the 

moment the black box gets blown up. 

Hebra titled his head and answered, 'We can change the terms to stay as allies even after the black box 

gets blown up.' 

'So we turn it into a fair race to the exit?' 

Battlegod Orca liked the idea since he knew that he was slightly faster than Hebra. 

'I guess so.' 

Seeing that Hebra was cool with the plan, Battlegod Orca didn't hesitate to adjust the contract terms 

and forward to it. 

Hebra signed it under the eyes of the confused viewers, who had no idea what they were discussing all 

this long. 

Just as Letomar wanted to switch the camera from them to other players, his finger froze in its way after 

he spotted Battlegod Orca beam the golden hectagon bomb! 



"IT'S STARTING!" He shouted excitedly as he fixed his sitting posture. 

The viewers were siked as well to see that finally someone was brave to make the first move! 

The camera zoomed on Battlegod Orca as he tightened his giant hand on the bomb while affixing his 

eyes on the black box. 

He took a deep breath and requested the Queen to set the timer at one second! 

Before the Queen could confirm it, Orca pitched the bomb as hard as he could!! 

Booom! 

The sound barrier got blown up by the bomb's speed, forcing all players to drop their discussion and 

stare at its source. 

When they spotted the golden shimmering hectagon bomb glued to the black box, shivers coursed on 

their spine. 

High doses of adrenaline started pumping in everyone's bodies, making them able to spot the timer on 

the bomb. 

0.4 sec! 

'CRAP!!' 

'F*CK!!' 

'MOVE!!' 

Everyone instantly pulled back their heads or jumped behind the nearest wall with terrified expressions. 

They were smart to react this fast as the moment the nuke went off, the entire center of the maze was 

engulfed within a white blinding sphere! 

Yet it kept advancing until all the paths connected with the center had been enveloped as well! 

Then...Booooooooooomm!! 

The explosion noise finally caught up, shaking the players in their positions! Some of them had their ears 

ruptured while some were fast enough to protect them from the soundwaves. 

Thankfully, the explosion withdrew as quickly as it appeared, leaving no aftermath behind besides the 

disappearance of the black box! 

When the players realized that the hellish heat had disappeared, they all opened their eyes while 

clutching their racing hearts and bleeding ears. 

Even though they didn't see the explosion, the deafening sound of it and the heat it produced were 

enough to make them understand that the system didn't bullshit them! 

They would instantly die if they got caught inside the explosion! 

'Your alliance contract has been voided after the destruction of the black box.' 



Abruptly, the Queen notified all the parties who had at least one ally! 

'Shit!!' 

The first thing everyone did was pop defensive abilities instinctively while jumping away from their 

allies! 

Felix and Pengfu did the same! 

Thud Thud Thud!! 

However, before they could reconstruct their thought process, everyone looked at the center of the 

maze after hearing rapid heavy footsteps. 

When they spotted Battlegod Orca and Hebra sprinting as fast as they could towards a humongous 

wide-open gate, they felt their heart sink instantly! 

'F*ck, who said that orcs and giants were dumb! We have been played by them!' Felix's expression 

hardened after realizing that Battlegod Orca and Hebra had planned for all of this! 

In his mind, he believed that Battlegod Orca and Hebra had changed the terms of their contract to stay 

as allies even after blowing the black box unlike them! 

Because their alliance contract was broken, naturally no sane player would leave his back in the open 

next to his ally that wasn't held down by the contract! 

Since almost all players were allied with each other, it meant they wouldn't risk putting themselves in 

such danger to go all out and stop those two from reaching the gate!! 

This was a brilliantly simple plan that didn't cross Felix's mind since he was focusing on complex plans to 

outsmart other players! 

Unbeknownst to him, those two didn't actually think that far ahead! 

Phew Phew!.. 

The Executioner tried his best to stop them by swinging his wind katanas rapidly in their direction! 

His attacks weren't visible but Hebra and Battlegod Orca's bodies began to showcase long light gushes, 

caused probably by thin wind blades! 

Alas, those light wounds didn't even slow them for a split second! 

The Executioner didn't just attack them and remained still but actually chased after them as fast as he 

could! 

However, since he was hiding far away from the center due to being a solo player, everyone believed 

that one of the giants would exit the maze before him! 

"Is this how the game is going to end?" 

Letomar was completely flabbergasted by the sight of those two giants getting closer and closer to the 

gate while most players were frozen in their positions with their guards up. 



Even the primogenitors were left speechless by the unexpected turn of events. 

The dumbest players in a puzzle format game were going to clutch the victory under the eyes of two 

champions? 

They wouldn't have considered it even as a joke! 

Chapter 637 - FOR EXONIA! 

"You guys are underestimating my cute champions a bit too much." Aspidochelone smirked as he 

watched WowefxNero aim both of their hands at Battlegod Orca and Hebra. 

Then...A torrent of brown mud burst out of their palms and reached those two almost instantly! 

However, both Battlegod Orca and Hebra managed to evade it quite easily due to their enhanced 

reflexes! 

They might be stupid but their battle instincts were honed to the limit! 

'Haha, It's my win! I can't believe my plan worked!' 

Battlegod Orca laughed smugly in his mind as he eyed the humongous gate that was merely ten meters 

away from him! 

Just as he planned on jumping through it instead of continuing his sprint, the flood of mud that missed 

them had turned into a thick hardened brick wall! 

'Heh, what a joke.' Battlegod Orca snickered as he tightened his shoulder while charging towards it, 

planning to smash right through it! 

When the viewers saw this, they knew that the game was over...A wall like that could never block those 

two giants... 

Felix wanted to do something desperately but Pengfu was blocking his path. 

If he used his supersonic speed and dashed towards him, Pengfu might misunderstand him and strike 

back. 

If Pengfu wanted to do something, he needed to turn around! He would never show his back to Felix 

without a contract! 

The situation was similar to all players, making them stand still and watch Battlegod Orca charging at the 

wall like a bulldozer. 

'Now.' Wowef smiled cutely as he snapped his finger. 

No one paid attention to his signal as their eyes were attracted to two shining superior bombs emerging 

from within the mud wall!! 

The moment Battlegod Orca and Hebra saw them, they could only stare at them with stunned 

expressions. 

BOOOOM BOOOM!! 



Both bombs went off at the exact same time just when Battlegod Orca and Hebra were about to smash 

into the wall! 

Whoosh Whoosh!! 

Both of them were so close to the bombs, they were hurled far away akin to sandbags by the immense 

shockwave! 

In the end, they were stopped by the walls before dropping into the ground. 

Smoke rose from their bodies as well as a pungent smell of flesh burnt to crisp. 

They were still alive but unconscious. 

Taking an explosion of two superior bombs only a few inches away was more than enough to blow 

anyone to smithereens! 

That's why Excutioneer got injured pretty badly after ending up being in the explosion zone as well. 

Thankfully, he was further than those two, allowing him a split second to react and protect himself with 

a windshield. 

Still, he was thrown back to the wall too. 

Meanwhile, the viewers and the players went quiet at once, leaving the stadium as silent as the night in 

the desert. 

Almost everyone was shocked speechless, not knowing how to comprehend this surprising turn of 

events! 

They had no idea that Nero had sneakily placed those two bombs within his mud! 

So, when the mud got solidified as a wall, the system registered it as such, allowing the bombs to go off 

at such a critical moment! 

It was truly a masterclass move! 

'Let's go!!' 

Taking advantage of the players' daze, Nero shouted in his mind as he withdrew his head and limbs 

within the shell. 

Only Wowef's head was left in the open as he started spewing a flood of slimy mud in front of him! 

The moment he did so, their turtle shell started sliding on the muddy path rapidly heading towards the 

unprotected gate! 

'It's my win.' Aspidochelone smiled gleefully as he watched his champions getting closer to the gate 

while the players have just broken from their shock. 

"NOT IN MY WATCH!" 

The Executioner shouted furiously after bouncing back up with some serious wounds on him. 



Still, he waved both of his Katanas in front of WowefxNero. 

Whooosh!! 

Everyone thought that he wanted to hit them but in fact, his attack resulted in the creation of a massive 

wind gale that was strong enough it blew the muddy path into oblivion! 

'Create a tunnel!' 

This forced WowefxNero to change their method since they couldn't slide on the hard ground as fast as 

in the mud! 

So, what they did was to quickly create a hardened half cylinder around them that acted as a shield but 

resembled a tunnel! 

Sure enough, the gale force was blocked by the tunnel, allowing Wowef to restart spewing mud yet 

again and slide on it! 

Yet, this didn't faze The Executioner! 

'Don't fail me again please.' 

He closed both of his eyes as he alienated his wind katanas above each other while leaning to the side. 

Wind gales began to shape up around him on their own, creating a steller scene that allured everyone's 

attention. 

"Nitoryu, Space Splitting Storm Blades." 

Then, he murmured to himself as he swung both of his katanas in a single beautiful motion. 

It was slow enough the viewers managed to see the katanas reach the other end. 

This confused everyone since Excutioneer's always swung them as fast as he could. 

Slice!!! 

Before the viewers could react, the space in front of the tunnel suddenly got split into two halves! 

Astonished, the viewers' mouths were left agape as they eyed the newly emerged three meters chaotic 

space tear!! 

'WHAT THE F*CK IS THAT!' Wowef cursed with a hint of fear as he eyed the magnificent space tear. 

His reaction was shared by everyone watching as they had never seen such an ability getting performed 

ever! 

Wind Elementalist splitting space?! No one had imagined that it was possible! 

Alas, the space tear was as real as it gets! 

WowefxNero's body that was being pulled towards it with the crumbles of the tunnel was enough proof! 

'SLOW US DOWN!' Nero yelled with a terrified tone. 



This was one of the first times he actually got afraid for his life! 

He never got scared when getting encircled by many players, he never got scared when a salvo of 

abilities raining down on him, and he never got scared even against a diamond rank player! 

All of this was due to his absolute confidence in his shell defenses and dragon scales! 

But, in front of an actual space tear? 

He knew that their defenses were going to be useless since they would be literally sent in a random 

dimensional pocket! 

'Didn't think I will see one of Rocky's signature moves get used here.' 

Jörmungandr raised an eyebrow in surprise as he watched WowefxNero create massive boulders and 

hold into them to slow their speed. 

When Jörmungandr saw The Excutioneer the first time, he knew that he was one of the youngest 

descendants of Roc, the Wind Primogenitor. 

But, he didn't expect that he would have such a high purity of his bloodline to actually be able to split 

space itself by using wind! 

A blade technique only Roc and his main descendants were capable of pulling it off! 

Cough cough! 

It seemed like The Executioner didn't master it since he immediately started coughing blood while 

leaning against his katanas for support. 

His eyelids were drooped, appearing like he would fall unconscious at any moment. 

'Heh, it sapped almost all of my remaining energy.' The Executioner smiled faintly as he looked with his 

cloudy eyes at his space tear. 

He knew that he was done for and he should just give up right now. 

He already did the impossible and showed the viewers his race capabilities by splitting space itself by 

using mere wind! 

However... 

'As Hakagi, I will fall only when it's truly over.' 

The Executioner used the last bits of his energy to pull himself up. 

His knees were shaking and his katanas were left with only their handles as he stopped feeding them his 

wind energy. 

"Why is he not surrendering?! I believe he has a coupon!" 

Letomar cried out loud as he split the screen, showing both WowefxNero's resistance to the space tear 

and The Executioner's bloody appearance as he stood with great difficulty. 



The viewers shared the same confusion as him. In their eyes, he should hide his presence or surrender at 

once to avoid getting killed. 

Heavily wounded, no elemental energy, and far from the gate. 

Why was he still trying?! 

'Why?' 

'Why?' 

'Why?' 

The Exonians viewers from all over the universe tightened their fists as they displayed intense emotions 

while looking at The Excutioneer's miserable state. 

Some of them teared up but none of them shouted for him to give up. 

Why?! 

BECAUSE HAKAGIS WOULD NEVER SURRENDER WITHOUT TRYING EVERYTHING! 

"FOR EXONIAAAA!!!!!" 

With one intense roar and bloodshot eyes, The Executioner used every last bit of elemental energy he 

got to push himself in the air! 

The viewers were stunned, the primogenitors were silenced, The Exonians teared up as they saw his 

body getting pulled like a frail corpse towards the space tear!! 

By now, everyone had realized his insane hail mary to win this game! 

He was using the space tear to get closer to the gate!! 

If he was lucky, the space tear will disappear before devouring him! 

With the momentum, he would be hurled straight inside the wide-open gate since the space tear was in 

front of it!! 

But if he was unlucky? His body would get frozen solid the moment he enter the dimensional pocket! 

Felix wasn't the only one willing to risk his life with insane plans! 

Chapter 638 - The Most Dangerous Player In The Game! 

Disclaimer: Sorry for the delay! There was power outrage in the area! w_w 

.......... 

'He is crazy!!' Wowef exclaimed in disbelief as looked behind him and saw that The Executioner was 

approaching them rapidly! 

Since they were focusing entirely on slowing themselves up, they didn't dare to try and stop him! 

'Hmmm?' 



However, they soon realized that they were facing less resistance. 

When they looked at the space tear, they were stunned to see that it was starting to repair itself! 

For them, it happened at the worst possible moment since The Executioner had just crossed over their 

heads! 

The space tear had nothing to do with The Executioner anymore since it was an aftermath of his ability 

not the ability itself. 

That's why everyone called him insane since he was literally relying on luck instead of being able to close 

it on his own. 

Luck seemed to favor him this time as the space tear got closed shut a mere few meters before he 

crossed the other side! 

Now? 

He had a clear pathway to the exit under the disbelieving looks of the viewers and WowefxNero. 

Those two knew that not a single ability at their disposal would be fast enough to block him when he 

was merely a few meters away from the gate! 

Pheew Phew! Pheeeeew!!! 

Alas, just as the Exonians' eyes began to widen in exhilaration, a green arrow, a blood arrow, icy spear, 

energy bullet, and lastly, a lightning spear all bombarded The Executioner at the same time, managing to 

propel him away from the exit just a few inches away! 

Thud! Thud!... 

The Executioner's bloody body rolled three times on the ground before lying still... 

The camera automatically zoomed on his face, showing that his eyes were closed shut while his mouth 

kept spewing blood like a water tap. 

No one knew if it was from the bombardment or he was actually unconscious since the moment he used 

all of his energy to push himself in the air. 

They didn't waste time thinking about this as the scene on the big screen sent goosebumps on their skin. 

Disfigured Beauty holding a bow, Bloodrites' chilling palm, The Vampire Bloodlust having his hand 

transmuted into blood, Pengfu's body emitting white aura, and Felix's arm turned into lightning beacon 

as he aimed at the gate. 

All of them had an expression of relief. 

Those were the only players quick enough to fire their abilities and hinder The Executioner from winning 

the game! 

As for the rest of the players? They started emerging one by one from the paths into the wide-open 

center! 



It might feel like a long time had passed but in reality, from the moment nuke went off to this moment, 

only six seconds had gone by... 

Orca, Hebra, and The Executioner all have fallen in those six seconds... 

Now? It was finally time for the alliances to join the fun! 

Looking at the alliances still hanging with each other, it seemed like they had taken advantage of the 

time that The Executioner had bought to sign another contract with different terms. 

'Retreat!' 

WowefxNero didn't hesitate to create shields around themselves and head back to the walls after seeing 

that they were being surrounded by 17 players all aiming at the gate! 

They had difficulty entering the gate with just The Excutioneer hindering them. 

Imagine what would happen to them if they took a step forward in this current situation! 

"Whew! Finally a breather." 

Letomar wiped his sweaty forehead and sat on his seat after seeing that the players weren't making any 

rash moves but just assessing the situation. 

So much had happened in the past few seconds, he really wouldn't have been able to comment a thing if 

he wasn't a retired SG player. 

Meanwhile, in the maze, the players kept sizing each other up with their guards heightened to the max. 

Besides WowefxNero, everyone had a partner, making it easier to watch each other's backs. 

Still, it was flawed greatly in Felix's eyes and the others. 

'I need to worry about Pengfu racing to the gate while leaving me in the middle of a fight.' 

Felix sneaked a peek at Pengfu before eyeing the gate again. The contract they signed was rushed and 

basic due to the circumstances. 

It gave them an ease of mind that their allies wouldn't directly backstab them but it left plenty of 

indirect ways. 

'First, I need to save The Excutioneer before the battle begins.' Felix thought as he glanced at The 

Excutioneer's motionless body. 

Although he was an opponent, Felix owned him a big solid after he stopped WowefxNero from winning 

the game. 

Naturally, he knew that he didn't do it for him but still his ass was saved by him. 

"How about we remove The Excutioneer's body from the field?" 

Felix decided to be straightforward and voice his suggestion to everyone. 



He knew that no one in platinum rank would be that stingy to greed for a couple of hundreds of game 

points after eliminating The Executioner. 

"I second that." The vampire Bloodlust lifted his hand in a graceful manner. His ally Murkseeker nodded 

his head in support without lifting his head. 

Soon, The Traitor, Toxinfang, The Putrid Corpse, and the rest of the players started lifting their hands 

one by one in agreement until only WowefxNero, Disfigured Beauty, and Bloodrites were left. 

"It seems like WowefxNero held grudge against The Executioner while the other two held it against 

Landlord." Letomar commentated, "Too bad, the majority had decided." 

In high-ranked games, those kinds of votes were taken extremely seriously by the players since their 

reputation was counting on it. 

"I will do the honor." 

So, when everyone saw Felix walking towards The Excutioneer casually, no one aimed at him, and they 

weren't worried that he would use The Excutioneer as an excuse to exit the maze. 

If anyone dared to break it or pull a fast one, he would be disgraced publicly and worst of all, he would 

be targeted by every player in his future games! 

That was the same as a death sentence in high-ranked games! 

It was cool to betray your ally, it was understandable to do everything to win a game, but the moment a 

vote like this gets held, one should have the dignity to hold it true. 

Naturally, this kind of civilized vote happens almost only on high-ranked games. 

"Well played, you were really close." Felix said in admiration near The Excutioneer's ears after lifting him 

on his back. 

Without glancing at the others or trying anything sneaky, he walked towards the empty path behind 

Pengfu and placed The Excutioneer's body next to a wall. 

"Get some rest." Felix patted The Excutioneer's shoulder while fixing his hat to hide his bloody face. 

Then, he walked back to Pengfu and gave the players, who agreed, a head nod in appreciation. 

As for Hebra and Orca? 

No one cared about them since they knew that those meatheads would survive whatever going to land 

on them even if they were unconscious. 

"How are the players going to fight this?" Letomar mentioned with a serious tone, "There is no time 

limit in the game but if everyone remained passive for too long, the Queen will be forced to take drastic 

measures to force them to fight." 

It was to be expected that a push would be enforced if things remained stale for too long. 

After all, the viewers paid a lot to watch those high-ranked games and be entertained by them not 

wasting half a day watching statues. 



Unbeknownst to the viewers, the players weren't just standing there and staring at each other. 

They were actually talking telepathically! 

Everyone was involved in the discussion besides Felix and Pengfu! 

'As long as Landlord has that nuke, I will not take a single step forward.' Bloodlust expressed his opinion 

with a poker face. 

'Same.' 

'Me too.' 

'We saw its destructiveness and I don't blame either of you for thinking this way.' Disfigured Beauty 

mentioned, 'That's why I propose handling him and Pengfu first.' 

'So you suggest a secret mega alliance?' 

'Yes.' 

'It will be voided the moment we get rid of him.' 

'I am in.' Nero didn't hesitate to accept being part of it. 

Unlike them, his master had too much to lose in this game and he was going to make sure to either win 

the game or get rid of Felix at least. 

'Oh? if those two joined, I am in as well.' The Traitor said. 

The others began to express their desire to be part of it since they knew that the alliance would work 

only if everyone joined it. 

If a single player didn't agree, no one would dare to focus on Felix and Pengfu and leave him to his own 

devices. 

After all, the players would be forced to sign a contract that forbade them from exiting the maze before 

those two get eliminated. 

'Since everyone is in, sign this contract, and let's start brainstorming on ideas to kill him before he blew 

us up with his nuke.' 

Disfigured Beauty forwarded the contract to everyone as she eyed Felix with her usual kind smile. 

Felix smiled kindly to her as well while giving her a middle finger, sensing the malice she hid behind that 

fake smile. 

Disfigured Beauty giggled at his insult but she didn't retaliate back as she was in the middle of planning 

with everyone on how to take him down. 

'How about we throw all of our superior bombs in his direction at the same time?' Wowef suggested. 

'It won't work against his speed as well as Pengfu's control over the neutral energy around us.' 

Bloodrites rejected the thought, knowing that no matter how fast their throw was, Felix could easily 

dodge it. 



The others nodded their heads, knowing that Felix could be considered as one of the fastest remaining 

players in the game after The Executioner and Flame Bearer were taken out. 

Only Disfigured Beauty, Bloodrites, and a few more were capable of catching up to him in his supersonic 

mode. 

'That's not the speed I meant.' Bloodrites' eyelids twitched as he disclosed, 'The bastard is capable of 

traveling at the speed of light.' 

'Speed of light??!!!!!' 

'Whaaatt!?' 

'Are you being for real?!' 

The players all expressed a hint of shock before forcing a poker face again. Yet, still, their minds were in 

disarray at the sound of Bloodrites' insane claim! 

In their eyes, having the ability to travel at the speed of light meant that Felix should have already won 

the game! 

Why would he remain standing there when he could reach the exit faster than a heartbeat? 

Chapter 639 - Getting Found Out! 

'Unfortunately, he is not lying.' Disfigured Beauty supported, 'I was there when I saw him teleport from 

his position to another faster than the blink of an eye.' 

'I didn't see exactly how he did it but I believe that he had utilized lightning transmutation.' Bloodrites 

added. 

Some players agreed with his notion as they had watched Diamond gamers and saw that lightning 

Elementalists were capable of teleportations by turning themselves into electricity and moving through 

conductors. 

The most famous style was using wires just like Felix. 

'So, we need to bombard the gate with destructive abilities the moment we notice that he was about to 

throw something?' Bloodlust inquired. 

'Yes.' 

Disfigured Beauty agreed as she kept her eyes affixed on Felix while having her arrows already ready for 

launch. 

'No wonder you keep looking at him only.' 

The players chuckled nervously after realizing that Felix would have already won the game if Disfigured 

Beauty wasn't keeping him in check. 

Felix was extremely irritated by her attention but he never showed it on his expression. 



If it wasn't for her, he would have hurled a bomb to the gate while having a wire attached to it. Then, 

teleport next to the gate easily and win the game. 

Too bad, with Disfigured Beauty's unconditional attention, the moment he did so, she would use 

destructive abilities to cut off the wire! 

Since only items made out of common material were allowed in the games, his wire would snap 

immediately. 

'Prepare yourself.' Felix informed Pengfu with an expressionless face as he took a quick glance at 

Battlegod Orca and Hebra. 

Although his primary plan was ruined, Felix had already moved to plan B. 

"Maan, when are they going to fight already." 

"I really hope they don't stay like this for hours, I have a job to attend." 

"F*cking pussies! Orca and Hebra are ten times braver than them!" 

Unbeknownst to the frustrated viewers, a mega alliance had already been set and the plan to take down 

Felix and Pengfu was coming to an end. 

'Everyone knows their part in the plan?' 

Disfigured Beauty's asked as she narrowed her eyes at Felix after spotting a slight movement inside his 

pockets. 

She didn't know what he was doing with his hands and she didn't want to find out now after already 

erecting a good plan. 

So, she told everyone to move at three. 

'Three, two....O...' 

"Argh! My lower back!" 

"F*ck, this hurts." 

Out of nowhere, two pained growls echoed in the silent open field, attracting everyone's attention to 

the source instinctively. 

It turned out to be Hebra and Battlegod Orca had just regained their consciousness at the same time! 

They actually recovered from those serious wounds that should have been more than enough to keep 

someone in bed for months! 

Szlzlzlzzl! 

Before Disfigured Beauty and the rest of the players could react to this sudden variable, chills coursed 

on their spine after they heard the familiar noise of electricity raging! 

'FIIIIIIIIRE!!!!!' 



Disfigured Beauty didn't even turn her head to Felix before she shooted three arrows at the gate!! 

The moment they reached it, they exploded and turned into hundreds of sharp little leaves, storming 

the gate and its surroundings! 

When Disfigured Beauty finally turned to the gate, she saw that her leave daggers had managed to hit 

nothing! 

'It can't be!' Bewildered, Disfigured Beauty looked at Felix's previous position and realized that he was 

gone with Pengfu! 

She thought that Felix would have taken advantage of their slight distraction to send a wire at the gate 

and teleport to it. 

That's why she used her external manipulation to change the shape of her green arrows into those sharp 

daggers, so she would have a higher chance of cutting off the wire before he teleports! 

But in reality... 

'Help! They are on us!' 

Felix and Pengfu had actually targeted the nearest players to them...Bloodlust and Murkseeker! 

The viewers were jolted from their boredness at the sight of Felix and Pengfu going all out on those two! 

"What's going on!! Why did Landlord and Pengfu make the first move on players instead of on the 

gate?!" Letomar was just as startled as the other players, who had no idea what to do now. 

The plan they worked hard for to ambush Felix was totally ruined, making them confused about their 

next move! 

'F*cking hell! Help us already!' Murkseeker bowled furiously while getting absolutely owned by Pengfu. 

He was a water Elementalist from the fishermen's race, making him excel in crowd control and defense. 

However, his water abilities were almost useless against Pengfu as he shielded himself with a skin-tight 

barrier. 

This protected him from getting touched by water as he kept striking down on Murkseeker with fists 

made out of neutral energy! 

Still, his condition was actually much better than Bloodlust, who got struck right in his chest by Thor's 

Ordnance while he was distracted before! 

Thor's Ordnance sure was useless against Flame Bearer due to his Dragon scales but against vampires? 

It created a gaping bloody hole in Bloodlust's chest immediately! 

Felix took advantage of his successful ambush and started pressuring Bloodlust upclose with his 

Electrical Field, forcing him to continue retreating inside the path behind him! 

Murkseeker was in the same boat. 



It didn't take even a few seconds before the four of them disappeared from the center of the maze 

under the bewildered looks of the viewers and the players. 

"What's going on here?" Battlegod Orca murmured to himself while fixing his dislocated shoulder 

casually. 

He thought that the game or his life would have been over after he lost consciousness. 

Yet, the moment he woke up, he was met with this image of players frozen in their places while some 

were fighting away from the exit. 

The shit was too confusing for his brain! 

"F**ck! They must have figured out our alliance!!" Nero cursed out loud with veins popping on his 

forehead. 

He didn't know how they found out about their alliance but he was certain about his guess. 

After all, nothing could explain Felix and Pengfu's trust in them to not aim for the exit while they were 

isolating Bloodlust and Murkseeker away from them! 

If they knew about their alliance, it was to be expected that a condition must be met before the contract 

gets voided, allowing them to enter the maze's exit! 

It was obvious that the only reason why a mega alliance would be erected was to get rid of the most 

dangerous player in the game...In this case, Felix with his nuke! 

'This is the only plausible explanation.' Bloodrites agreed with a twisted expression, feeling infatuated 

about being played twice in a row by them! 

While most viewers were still ignorant about the current development, Letomar was smart enough to 

reach this conclusion just like the other players due to his experience as a veteran player! 

Especially, when he heard Nero's out loud burst about their alliance, helping him clear all the fog! 

"I don't know if Landlord or Pengfu had planned this but whoever did it truly is a mastermind!" Letomar 

commentated in admiration, "They even timed their move with Battlegod Orca and Hebra gaining 

consciousness since they knew that the players would be in a disarray whether to chase after them or 

protect the gate from those two variables!" 

"In addition! The alliance was probably built on the premise of killing Landlord! This meant, no one is 

going to accept staying away from the gate and go hunt them down!" 

Sure enough, the players' lack of movement was because they were worried that the moment they kill 

Felix, they would be too far from the exit, unlike their allies who were left to protect the exit from 

Battlegod Orca and Hebra! 

Since the contract would be voided the moment he dies, their allies would have no reason to wait for 

them to arrive! 

So, it might seem like the players were idiots for not taking advantage of the opportunity to hunt down 

Felix, but in reality, they knew exactly what they were doing! 



"Hahahaha!!! My boy really grabbed them by the balls with a single move!" Thor laughed loudly while 

clapping his hands in delight. 

"I have to admit that his move is truly brilliant...However." Aspidochelone smiled, "The players have 

already found the best way to counter it." 

Sure enough, Disfigured Beauty and the rest all pointed their abilities at Hebra and Battlegod Orca and 

threatened with a cold voice, "Either join us or die." 

"Huh?" Battlegod Orca and Hebra took a step back in shock after seeing that they were being cornered 

against the wall by everyone. 

"SPEAK! YES OR NO!" Bloodrites yelled at them after hearing another distressed call from Murkseeker. 

Time was out of the essence! 

He knew that if Bloodlust and Murkseeker got eliminated, they would lose track of Felix and Pengfu. 

That's a horrifying thought since they would be forced to split and chase after them. 

Even if they decided to vote and break the Alliance pact, they would be like lamps to be slaughtered by 

Felix since he could appear at any given moment with his nuke! 

That's why they didn't want to fight it out with Battlegod Orca and Hebra. 

With their monstrous defenses, it would take a lot of time to eliminate them. 

"Yes, yes, yes." Hebra was the first to nod his head at their suggestion. 

Battlegod Orca agreed after him, knowing that it was the smartest decision if he didn't want to lose his 

life. 

After they signed the contract, Disfigured Beauty lowered her bow as she asked telepathically, 

'Murkseeker, Bloodlust, you guys are good?' 

'Noooo!! I surrender!' 

Alas, the only response she received was a monotonous cry delivered by the Queen. 

Before Disfigured Beauty could respond, a chilling notification was sent to every player in the alliance. 

-Alliance member Bloodlust has been eliminated!- 

A moment later, a second notification followed before the players could regain their wits. 

-Alliance member Murkseeker has been eliminated!- 

The players looked at each other with widened eyes, not daring to believe the notifications. 

Two veteran platinum rank players fell within a couple of seconds? 

What kind of sorcery is this?! They all thought with dumbfounded expressions. 

Chapter 640 - Uncanny Synergy! 



They knew that Pengfu and Felix shouldn't be underestimated but this was still way too fast! 

Especially, when Bloodlust was known for his sub-immortality with his blood-based abilities and 

Murkseeker for his survivability with his water abilities! 

Alas, the deafening silence in the maze made them understand that their battles were truly over. 

"I can't believe my eyes." 

In utter disbelief, Letomar commentated as he watched the aftermath of the battle on the big screen 

with the viewers. 

All of them seemed like they had just seen a ghost with their stupefied expressions. 

"REPLAAAY!!!"...."F*ckk! I refuse to believe that they did that!"..."REPLAY IT!!!" 

Out of nowhere, the stadium exploded into shouts and yells, requesting a replay of the battle! 

They didn't even need to ask. Letomar swiftly replayed the final scene of the battle. 

... 

On the screen, Felix and Pengfu could be seen chasing after Bloodlust and Murkseeker while assaulting 

them with ranged abilities. 

Those abilities only caused some inconvenience to Bloodlust and Murkseeker due to them focusing 

heavily on protecting themselves. 

In their eyes, they just needed to stale for some time until their allies arrive and gang up on Felix and 

Pengfu. 

Unfortunately, Felix and Pengfu knew that with each second wasted, their situation would get grimmer. 

Hence, they decided to go all out on those two! 

That's when the viewers were left speechless as Felix had turned himself into a ten meters giant while 

Pengfu transformed into his spherical fluffy form! 

Then, under everyone's disbelieving looks, Felix lifted Pengfu in one hand and pitched him as hard as he 

could towards Bloodlust and Murkseeker! 

When those two heard the weird noise behind them and took a peek, their brains got short-circulated at 

the horrifying image of a three meters giant ball, flying at them akin to a missile! 

BOOOMM!! 

Alas, that momentary stiffness was enough for Bloodlust to get completely blown into smithereens after 

getting directly smashed by Pengfu! 

Neither he nor his shields did slow Pengfu's speed by a little. 

This resulted in Pengfu bouncing off the wall like a tennis ball and coming back at Murkseeker! 



After seeing Bloodlust's tragic end, Murkseeker was too horrified to even try and defend himself against 

Pengfu! 

Thankfully, he had a surrender coupon in his possession, making him activate it right before Pengfu 

collided with his Water shield! 

Thud Thud Thud!! 

Finding no target, Pengfu bounced a few times against the walls before releasing his limbs in the air and 

landing on his butt next to Felix. 

"Never again! I rarely rolled at such a high speed while colliding with objects." Pengfu complained as he 

massaged his temples to ease his dizziness. 

"I thought you will enjoy it." Felix chuckled as he dusted his palms while shrinking to his original size. 

"You don't know how hard it is for me to harden my flesh at the perfect moment while rolling at such a 

high speed." Pengfu kept complaining. 

"Good job, good job." 

Felix didn't give him hard time or tease him anymore as he knew that he was right. 

If Pengfu wasn't able to soften and toughen his body at his desire, he wouldn't have been able to 

bounce like that on walls. 

It would have been impossible for Felix to hurl Pengfu with that kind of speed if he wasn't able to do 

that. 

That's because Pandions' bodies were always in a soft state like a marshmallow. Their weight is reduced 

significantly while their flexibility gets enhanced remarkably. 

When they want to harden their bodies, they simply turn on their energy core within them, allowing 

them to enhance their physical strength and weight to an abnormal level! 

So, before colliding with a wall, it was a must to turn off their energy core lest they get badly injured due 

to the force. 

"Those two synergy is truly out of the world." Letomar's eyelids twitched after figuring out their 

unorthodox technique. 

The viewers could only agree with speechless expressions, feeling like they had just seen the 

weirdest/strongest combo in the platinum rank. 

"It's truly hard to get bored when watching your champion." Siren chuckled while looking at three 

suspects. 

"Using a player as artillery, kekeke, my horizons are truly broadened." Cherufe added with a hearty 

laugh. 

"Too bad, it seems like the panda isn't planning on doing it again." Wendigo snickered, "Let's see how 

long can he rely on his ally." 



The moment Wendigo said so, the primogenitors were left speechless after seeing that Felix and Pengfu 

had separated after the replay ended! 

"What the hell?" 

Letomar and the viewers were dumbfounded as well. 

They just started to believe that Felix and Pengfu would remain as allies until the game ends after that 

shocking combo. 

Yet, it was over just like that? 

"Maybe they are still allies and they just decided to split? Ah, never mind, they really did break their 

alliance." 

Letomar corrected himself after asking the Queen about their alliance and finding out that it was truly 

over. 

This confused most of the viewers since they believed that those two would have higher chances of 

survival if they remained together against the mega alliance. 

However, the intelligent ones thought differently. 

"I understand that Pengfu wanted to break the alliance since the players were hunting after Felix due to 

possessing a nuke, but why did Felix agree to it?" 

Queen Allura tilted her head in confusion as she watched the stream with Sage Dalilia in her royal 

bedroom. 

"Sigh, Queen you really can't be wasting time like this. You missed one meeting already with the 

Dwarven ambassador..." 

"Shshshs, how can I miss my little junior game?" Queen Allura shooed her away, "Go handle my next 

meetings, I will join you when it's over." 

Seeing that Queen Allura was in deep thought, Sage Dalilia's eyelids twitched as she glanced at Felix on 

the screen. 

'Even when he is not here, he is still a pain in the ass.' 

Sage Dalilia exited the room, leaving Queen Allura to think out loud, "Why did you break it, little junior?" 

This question confused the other quick-witted viewers as well. They knew that an alliance couldn't be 

broken unless the majority had voted in favor. 

This meant Pengfu was stuck with Felix until the end of the game since their alliance could break only 

when one of them had exited the maze. 

Felix had literally freed Pengfu from the hassle of being targeted by the mega alliance. 

What's worse, the viewers knew that Felix would act as the perfect distraction for Pengfu! 



After all, they would be aiming at him specifically, giving Pengfu the chance to sneak back to the center 

if he got lucky! 

Just like they thought, the mega alliance all moved at once to locate Felix after splitting into teams made 

out of two players. 

Since fifteen players remained, this meant that Felix was currently being hunted by seven parties! 

As for the last player? He was left behind to protect the gate. 

That player was actually WowefxNero! 

They were standing next to the gate while spewing a flood of mud continuously from their palms and 

feet. 

The mud kept spreading around the gate in a controlled circular motion. 

It was clear that they planned on taking advantage of their situation to set up an earth domain for them! 

'Bro, are you sure we should be staying here instead of helping them?' Wowef complained, 'We even 

had to sign a term to block us from exiting the maze for five minutes after they kill him.' 

Naturally, the players would never leave WowefxNero near the gate without being certain that they 

wouldn't pull a fast one on them. 

'While you were wasting your time with your stupid catalogs, I was studying Landlord's previous games 

thoroughly.' Nero narrowed his eyes dangerously, 'In all of them, Landlord almost never made a move 

without planning ten steps ahead.' 

'He strategic mind and cunningness is too frightening.' Nero warned Wowef, 'Against those players, you 

never know when and where did you become part of their plan.' 

'Are you saying that everything that happens and is currently happening is part of a larger scheme?' 

Wowef raised his eyebrows in surprise. 

'I don't know for sure, that's why we need to think simple and keep our eyes on what truly matters.' 

Nero smirked as he glanced at the gate behind him, 'In this game, no matter what he did, he will need to 

leave the maze first if he wanted to win.' 

Nero's decision was truly the smartest one to take. 

That's because he was right...Felix was always ten steps ahead of everyone. 

He didn't get rid of Pengfu for no reason... 

'They must be searching for me around the center by now. it's time to kickstart the 3rd part of the plan.' 

Felix smirked faintly as he sprinted in the opposite direction of the center. 

The viewers thought that he was just trying to run away blindly, but in reality, Felix had a destination to 

reach! 

 


